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ABSTRACT
Experimental results are presented for the change in 
velocity of a slender cylinder with its axis horizontal as it falls 
through a viscous fluid toward a horizontal plane boundary. The 
Reynolds number based on the diameter of the cylinder ranges from
0.015 to 2.9 . When the relative change in velocity is small (<15%), 
it is observed to depend inversely on the square of the distance 
from the boundary. When the boundary influence is large, the 
deceleration of the cylinder is observed to be constant, and the 
velocity extrapolates to zero at the boundary. Calculations based 
on the theory of de Mestre and Russel do not agree well with the 
experimental results. Inertia is found to be important, and an 





In the past few years there has been an increased interest 
in the study of the motion of bodies in fluids at low Reynolds 
number. This interest is due primarily to biophysical applications. 
The Stokeslet singularity was introduced by G.J. Hancock* in 1952 
to analyze the motion of microscopic organisms through viscous 
fluids, and since that time a number of specialized mathematical 
techniques have been developed, including the representation of 
bodies by distributions of Stokeslets and other singularities, and 
the use of slender-body theory to simplify the calculations.
Theoretical results have been summarized in recent reviews by
2 3Lighthill and by Brennan and Winet .
Considerable progress has been made in understanding the
effects of plane boundaries on the motion of bodies at low Reynolds
4 5number. Blake , and Blake and Chwang have discussed the image of a
6Stokeslet in a plane wall. De Mestre used image methods and an 
extension of Faxen's technique^ to study several cases of the motion
g
of slender rods near plane boundaries, and de Mestre and Russel 
have considered additional cases, including some in which the rod
9rotates. Katz, Blake, and Paveri-Fontana have obtained normal and 
tangential resistance coefficients for of a slender rod moving near 
plane boundaries for the case of boundary distance small compared
1
2
to rod length. Experimental result have been reported by White 
and by de Mestre for a horizontal rod falling with its axis 
parallel to and mid-way between vertical walls. De Mestre*’ has also 
obtained experimental results for a horizontal rod falling near one 
vertical wall, and for a vertical rod falling between two vertical 
walls.
The theoretical results involve a number of simplifying 
assumptions, the implications of which are not well understood. For 
example, the use of singularities implies that the Reynolds number 
is low enough for the Stokes equation to be valid, which implies 
further that fluid inertia is completely negligible. Except for the 
simplest shapes (e.g. a sphere), it is not well known how low the 
Reynolds number must be for this assumption to hold. The lower the 
Reynolds number, the more important wall effects become; it is not 
clear where the transition between wall-independent and wall- 
dominated flow takes place. Finally, when slender body theory is 
invoked for motion transverse to the long axis of the body, the 
more slender the body is, the more likely the flow is to be primarily 
two-dimensional, and then the difficulties associated with the 
Stokes paradox arise, i.e., inertia may be important even at the 
lowest Reynolds number.
Although there has been considerable theoretical activity 
in this field, the only experimental results are those of White*'** 
and de Mestre which are limited in range. In the work presented 
here, we report experimental results for a horizontal rod falling 
at low Reynolds number toward a horizontal plane boundary. The flow
for this case is necessarily unsteady flow since deceleration is 
involved, so it is necessary to consider the effects of added mass. 
Although many inviscid flow calculations have been made of added 
mass in the presence of boundaries, no such solutions are available 
for viscous flow. Williams and Hussey*'* have considered the infinite 
fluid viscous flow solution of Stokes for an oscillating cylinder in 
the limit of quasi-steady flow, and we attempt to apply this 
solution to the case of monotonically decreasing velocity.
In Chapter II, the basic background of the fundamental 
singularities and slender-body theory is discussed. Chapter III is 
concerned with a description of the experimental techniques, the 
method of data analysis, experimental results and comparison with 




A. Reynolds Number and Viscous Length
The Reynolds Number R, is defined asd
R, = Ud/v a
where U is a characteristic velocity, d is a characteristic length,
and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. When one considers
the motion of a body through a fluid, it is convenient to think of
the Reynolds number as the ratio of the body length to a viscous
length 6 = v/U . The viscous length gives an estimate of the range
of the viscous force. At the low values of R, often encounted ina
—3 —6biological flows (values of 10 to 10 are not uncommon), the 
viscous length is many times larger than the characteristic body 
length and often larger than or comparable to the distance from 
the body to a boundary, so these flows are often strongly influenced 
by boundary effects. It is not surprising, therefore, that there has 
been a considerable effort in recent years to calculate the effects 
of near-by boundaries on the motion of bodies at low Reynolds 
number.
B. Stokes Equations and Fundamental Singularities
The analysis of the low Reynolds number flow past a 
slender body has been greatly aided by the development of methods
4
construct the flow field by means of distributions of fundamental
singular-*ties. For the purpose of describing these methods we must
explain briefly the nature of the fundamental solutions to the
equations of motion.
The forces acting on any element of an incompressible
inertialess Newtonian fluid, per unit volume, are a pressure
2 -gradient force -Vp and a viscous force yV U , where p is the
pressure, y is the shear viscosity and U is the fluid velocity. The
condition that these forces are in equilibrium is
-Vp + yV2U = 0 (1)
and the equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid is
V«U = 0 (2)
Equations (1) and (2) are called the Stokes equations. If an
external force term f per unit volume is introduced in (2), i.e.
Vp = yV2U + f (3)
then Equation (3), along with Equation (2), is called the inhomo-
geneous Stokes Equation. The solutions of (3) corresponding to
forces having singular behaviour in an unbounded fluid flow have
24been called by Chwang and Wu the fundamental solutions, and the 
forces are called the fundamental singularities.
The primary fundamental solution is called a Stokeslet 
and is associated with a singular point force located at the origin 
f = 8irUa6(r) (4)
where a is a constant vector, <5(r) is the Dirac delta function, 
and r is the position vector. The resulting fluid velocity and 
pressure are respectively
6
Ug (r;a) = a/r + (a*r) r/r3 (5)
pg (r;a) = 2ya*r/r3 (6)
where r = |r| and a denotes the Stokeslet strength and direction.
The velocity field of a Stokeslet falls off like r * at large
-2distance, and the pressure p decreases like r . A derivative of
any order of this solution is also a solution to the basic equation.
Thus, higher order singularities can be constructed, such as a
14Stokes doublet, Stokes quadrupole, etc. Batchelor has shown 
how to decompose a Stokes doublet into an antisymmetric component 
(called a couplet or rotlet) representing the flow field due to a 
singular point torque and a symmetric component (called a stresslet) 
representing a pure straining of the fluid. The Laplacian of the 
Stokeslet solution leads to a potential doublet of strength 6 for 
which
UD = -6/r3 + 3(6*r)r/r5 ; pD = 0 (7)
since pg is a harmonic function of r which has zero vorticity. The
potential doublet has the same form as in inviscid, potential flow, 
but its contribution to the pressure is now zero, so it has no 
inertial effect.
Hancock* used a linear superposition of these singulari­
ties to simulate the fluid mechanics of flagellated microorganisms.
27 24Chwang and Wu and Chwang have used distributions of these
singularities to obtain Stokes flow solutions for prolate spheroids,
spheres, and cylinders in a wide range of flow fields, such as shear
flows, flows with a parabolic profile, and extensional flows.
Furthermore, they have introduced new singularities that enable them
7
to treat "interior" Stokes flows, i.e. flows in which the fluid is 
completely enclosed in a container of simple shape. All of these 
solutions are exact only at zero Reynolds number. The contribution 
of inertia at low but non-zero Reynolds number may require re­
examination of the far-field, where the inertia terms may become 
important, particularly if the geometry is primarily two dimensional.
C. The Treatment of Boundaries
As noted earlier, when the Reynolds number is very small, 
viscous effects are long ranged, so boundaries can have a signifi­
cant influence on the motion of a body through the fluid. For
potential flow of an inviscid fluid, many techniques are available
13for calculating boundary effects (see, for example, Lamb’s 
treatise and Appendix I of this dissertation); since only the normal 
component of the velocity is restricted at the boundary, the 
boundary conditions are relatively easy to meet. For viscous flows, 
however, both the normal and tangential components are specified
at the boundary, so solutions are more difficult. In spite of the
4 5difficulty, Blake and Blake and Chwang have succeeded in obtaining
images for some of the basic singularities near plane boundaries.
Blake's solution for a Stokeslet in the presence of a stationary
plane boundary is as follows




T R 8 R
P ■ “ j H  - ^  -  2 h < V s R  - sj 3 5 3 k ^  <»>
r = ((x1-y1)2+(x2-y2)2+(x3-h)2}^
R = [ (x j-y j ) 2+ (x2~y 2) 2+ (x^+h) 2) ̂
where 8 = 1 ,  2. The Stokeslet Is situated at (y^, y2, h) and the
image is at (y^, y2> -h). The image system is found to consist of a
Stokeslet equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the initial
Stokeslet, a Stokes-doublet and a source-doublet.
Blake and Chwang derived similar image systems for a
couplet, a source, and a potential doublet. An important effect of
the presence of the wall is that the nature of the far-field is
altered. A Stokeslet oriented parallel to a wall leads to a far
~2field which is a Stpkes doublet, decaying like r rather than the
r * of a Stokeslet in an unbounded fluid. The far field of a
Stokeslet oriented perpendicular to a wall is like a Stokes
-3quadrupole or a potential doublet, which decays like r
D. Slender-Body Theory
A rigid body is considered to be a slender body if its 
length 21 is large compared with its diameter d, and the thickness 
to length parameter defined by e = { &n(4£/d) } * is small. The 
basic idea in slender-body theory for Stokes flow is that the 
disturbance due to the presence of the body is approximately the 
same as that due to a line distribution of fundamental singulari­
ties. The slender-body theory for Stokes flow was initiated by
Burgers . The elementary form of the theory suggested was improved 
29 30by Broersma ’ , and the theory in more general form has been
1̂ 4 31 32 33developed considerably » > » recent years. Most of
these published works are concerned with slender bodies of circular
14cross-section. Recently, Batchelor has investigated such flows for 
bodies of arbitrary cross-section.
From the previous discussion of fundamental singularities 
we understand that the velocities induced at the point on the 
surface by singularities outside a certain near-field will be 
dominated by Stokeslets in the far-field, since Stokeslets have a 
far field effect like r * which dominates that of the other 
singularities. Thus, the primary distribution along the line of the 
entire axis of the slender body is one of Stokeslets. The boundary 
condition at the cross-section under consideration is satisfied by 
introducing a potential doublet or other necessary singularities.
The most important step for the application of slender- 
body theory is to find the strength and direction of the Stokeslets 
distributed along the entire axis of the slender body plus the 
local distribution of higher order singularities that satisfy the 
required boundary condition. The result of the induced velocity for 
a slender body will be complicated integral equations, and these 
can be simplified to obtain approximate solutions for the flow 
around such slender body by taking advantage of the slenderness.
E. Wall Effect on Slender-Body Motion
The motion of a body at low Reynolds number is
10
clearly altered by the presence of a nearby boundary. There have been
a significant number of recent papers on the influence of nearby
boundaries for slender cylindrical rods. An earlier paper by 
34Brenner gave results for more general shapes when the wall effects 
are small.
Consider the problem of a cylindrical rod of diameter d
and length 21 moving through a viscous fluid with its axis a
distance h away from the wall. De Mestre has studied such a
slender rod falling in a horizontal orientation i) parallel to
a fixed vertical plane and ii) midway between two vertical parallel
plane walls, and iii) in a vertical orientation midway between two
8vertical parallel plane walls. De Mestre and Russel have presented 
analytical results for two cases in which the rod rotates, namely 
axial fall parallel to a plane vertical wall, and transverse fall in 
a vertical plane normal to a vertical wall. The related cases of 
axial and transverse fall toward a horizontal wall are also treated. 
In these cases, de Mestre and de Mestre and Russel have examined 
the wall effect for general values of l / h  (both large and small).
For the case of a cylinder parallel to the wall and 
approaching it with velocity U as shown in Fig.1A, de Mestre and 
Russel solved the problem by not only employing distributions of 
Stokeslets in the x^ and x^ direction but also including an axial 
distribution of source-doublets in the x^ direction with the 
appropriate image system to satisfy the no-slip condition at the 
wall. The resulting integral equations were solved by an asymptotic 
expansion suggested by Batchelor^ for small values of both d/2h
11
*and d / 2 1  . The total drag on the cylinder was found to be 
F' = -47ryUe£ { 2+e(-0.386+W) + 0(e2,ed/h)} (10)
with W representing the wall effect. When W is 0(1) or greater, the 
wall effect is given by
W = 2 arcsinh(£/h) +{ l+(hM)2}-52 (11)
As %/bM) , Eq. (10) becomes
F' = -4irpUeil { 2+e(-0.386+3£/h) + 0(Jt3/h3, e2) } (12)
while as h/&-K) (&>>h>>d)
F' = - S t r v V l { ln(4h/d)-l}_1 (13)
Equations (12) and (13) agree respectively with the results given
34 2by Brenner and Lighthill
9Katz, Blake and Paveri-Fontana have made a similar
calculation but with the assumption that the boundary distance is
small compared to the rod length, i.e., B«hc< I  . They examined
this situation by constructing the flow from a distribution of
Strokeslets along the axis of the rod and satisfying the no-slip
condition at the wall by adding the appropriate image system, but
they omitted additional singularities because they are of higher
order. The resulting equation were solved by a technique developed 
34 32by Tillett and Cox . The solution obtained agrees with Eq.(13).
* typographical error has been corrected.
CHAPTER III
I. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
A. Experiment
Experiments were carried out with the arrangement 
illustrated in Fig. 1. A small cylindrical rod with its axis hori­
zontal was allowed to fall in a viscous liquid contained in a 
glass-walled tank. By means of a stroboscope, multiple images of 
the cylinder were produced on a single frame of photographic film.
The distance and the time interval between images were used to 
obtain values of the velocity of the falling cylinder as it 
approached the bottom of the tank.
The tank has a rectangular base 50 x 26 cm and it was 
filled to a depth of 23 cm with a silicone liquid. Silicone liquids 
were used to provide a wide viscosity range with a small temperature
coefficient of viscosity. Three values of kinematic viscosity were
2used, nominally 0.5, 1, and 4 cm /sec. For each liquid, the kinematic 
viscosity v and density p were determined as functions of tempera­
ture; viscosities were measured with Cannon-Fenske routine vis­
cometers and densities were measured with an analytical balance. 
During the experiment the viscosity and density were obtained in­
directly from the fluid temperature, which was monitored by a 
thermistor with an analog readout (Yellow Springs Model 46, used 
with a Hewlett-Packard 7101B strip-chart recorder). The thermistor
12
13
was calibrated with an accurate mercury-in-glass thermometer. The 
temperature variation of the fluid was within 0.7°C for a series of 
drops (about 30 drops in 4 hours).
The rods were made from steel drill blanks; two sizes were 
used, no.61 and no.75 (American Standard Twist Drill numbers). The 
end surfaces were ground flat and perpendicular to the cylinders 
axis. Values of the length 2&, diameter d, and mass m of cylinders 
are given in Table I, along with the length to diameter ratio, and 
the parameter e = {ln(4£/d)} * .
An Asahi Pentax SP 35mm camera with focal length 50mm was 
used with Kodak 2475 film (ASA 1000). The light source was a General 
Radio 1531A Strobotac which was triggered by pulses from a Hewlett 
Packard 5326B counter-timer. A frequency divider was used to provide 
a choice of 20, 10 or 5 pulses per second for the light source.
To fix the length scale in the photographs, pictures were 
taken of a flat glass scale held vertically in the plane of fall of 
the cylinders. The scale had markings at 1 mm intervals. Before the 
rods were dropped, 3 to 5 pictures of the length scale in the fluid 
were taken successively in each roll of film.
An electromagnetic dropper was used to hold and release the 
cylinders in the fluid. Before being dropped, the cylinders were 
demagnetized by passing them through a degaussing coil. Cylinders 
of the same diameter were dropped in the order of decreasing length. 
Sometimes, because of a faulty release, the cylinder did not fall with 
its axis horizontal. Therefore, each cylinder was photographed 4 to 
10 times, and the picture of the best drop was selected for measure­
ment.
14
The largest source of error In this experiment was in 
setting the measuring line of the travelling microscope on the bottom 
line of an image on the film. This setting was reproducible to 
within 1 ym. The smallest distance measured was 40 ym, so the maximum 
error was 2.5%. However, this occurred only for images close to the 
wall. Except for those few cases, the distances had values ranging 
from 100 to 800 ym, so the hairline setting error was 1% or less for 
most of the distances. Other direct sources of error were less than 
1%. The effects of the sidewalls and the free surface are discussed 
subsequently.
B. Analysis of the Data
Position measurements were taken directly from the film by 
means of a travelling microscope which could be read to within 0.5 ym.
A magnification factor M was determined by measurements on photographs 
of the length scale; M is defined as the ratio of the distance 
measured on the photograph of the length scale to the actual distance 
on the scale. M was found to depend slightly on position on the film. 
This dependence could be represented by 
M(L') = a - b(c - L') for c>L'
(1)
and M(L') = a + b'(c - L') for c<L*
where c is the position of maximum magnification and L' is the 
distance (on the film) from the bottom of the tank. With the camera
32 cm from the sidewall of the tank, typical values were a=0.1501,
- 4 - 1  - 4 - 1b=8.9xl0 cm , b 1=7.5x10 cm , and c=l.109cm. The maximum
variation in M was 0.96%.
15
Let D!̂  represent the distance (on the film) between 
successive images of the cylinder. These distances were measured 
from the lower edge of the image. Dj is the distance from the bottom 
of the tank to the image closest to the bottom. The time interval 
for the cylinder to fall this distance is not known. The time interval 
At for the cylinder to fall the other distances D^, D^, etc. (taken 
in order from the bottom up) is known from the firing rate of the 
stroboscope. The midpoint of the distance intervals is given by 
Lj=J^D’ and
i-1
L! = E D' + HP'  i  =-2,3,--- . (2)
j = l 3
The magnification M_̂  at the midpoint was calculated from Eq.(l) and 
the actual distance was obtained from
Di = DI',Mi<Li)- (3)
The mean velocity is given by
IL = D±/At , (4)
and the position at which the cylinder has this velocity was taken
to be the midpoint of the interval,
i-1
L. = I D. + %D. i = 2,3,--- . (5)l . , 3 i3 = 1
The use of Eq.(4) is based on the assumption that the time 
interval is small enough for a linear approximation to be accurate.
This assumption was tested by fitting the data with quadratic and 
cubic equations; the velocities calculated from these equations 
agreed with those obtained from the linear approximation to within
16
0.5%. The displacements D. for cylinder no. 61A moving in fluids of
2nominal kinematic viscosity 0.5, 1, and 4 cm /sec are given in Table II.
The constant values of displacement obtained when the cylinder was
far from the bottom were averaged, and the average value was used to 
calculate the constant terminal velocity . Values of are given 
in Table III.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
After release, the cylinders accelerated from rest to
terminal velocity and maintained this velocity until they were within
2 to 8 cm of the bottom. At that point, the velocity began to decrease
and within the last few mm the deceleration was constant. The velocity
approached zero as the cylinder approached the bottom. Let U be the
cylinder velocity and AU = - U . It is convenient to present the
experimental results in three regions: the far field (AU/U^< 0.005),
the transition region (0.005 < AU/U^< 0.5), and the near field
(0.5 < AU/U ) .
00
A. The Far Field Region (AU/Upo < 0.005)
In this region the cylinder falls with a constant terminal 
velocity U . The effect of the sidewalls was found to be small (see 
subsequent discussion). The drag F is equal to the effective weight 
(weight minus buoyant force). F was measured directly by weighing 
the cylinders in the liquid as described by Huner and Hussey**. The 
dimensionless drag C = F/8irpU& is plotted versus R^ in Fig.2. The 
closed symbols are the values calculated from the measured velocities 
U given in Table III. The open symbols are values calculated from
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velocities extrapolated to infinite cylinder length in the manner of 
Huner^. The open symbols agree well with the empirical relation 
given by Huner:
C = a -  0.87o3 + 0.514 { 1 - exp(-Rd)}04 (6)
where o = { h  ~ Y - ln(Rd/8)} * and y is Euler's constant. Also shown
12 3in Fig.2 are the theoretical results of Kaplun (C = a - 0.87a )
13and Lamb (C = a) for cylinders of infinite length. The horizontal
8lines are the theoretical results of de Mestre and Russel for finite 
length cylinders in the limit l / h  -*■ 0, where h is the distance from 
the cylinder axis to the bottom wall. In this limit, de Mestre and 
Russel's result is
= -4TryUoo£e(2 - 0.386e). (7)
A typographical error (1.386 instead of 0.386), pointed out by Brennan
3and Winet , is corrected here. Eq.(7) is consistent with the more
14general result of Batchelor , which, when specialized to the case
2of a circular cylinder, gives C = e(l - 0.193e + 0.215e ) .
By measuring the distance between images separated by 
several time intervals, it was possible to put more stringent limits 
on the change in velocity. For example, for cylinders 75A at R^ = 
0.0154 and 75E at R^ = 0.0181, the velocity varied less than 0.4% 
for 8.5 L <_ 13 cm.
B. The Transition Region (0.005 < AU/Uoo < 0.5)
A correlation of the experimental results for this region 
is shown in Fig.3. L is the distance from the bottom wall to the 
nearest edge of the cylinder. Figure 3 is a log-log plot of AU/U^
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versus L made dimensionless by powers of the cylinder length 2 1 , the 
diameter d, the velocity U, and the kinematic viscosity v. The powers 
were chosen empirically to give the best correlation. The Reynolds 
number based on diameter has the range
0.0154 < R, = U d/v< 2.86 (8)d oo '
and based on length
0.37 < R£ = 2 9 J U j v <  122. (9)
For 0.005 < AU/lJ^ < 0.15, the results in Fig.3 are well represented 
by a line of slope -2. The straight line in Fig.3 is the equation
AU/U^ = 0.60(A/L)2 (10)
where
A = v°'4d0,325(2£)°*275/U0,4 . (11)
The effect of the bottom boundary will be less than 1% if L > 7.75A 
and less than 0.5% if L > 10.95A .
C. The Near Field Region (0.5 < AU/Um)
Fig.4 is a log-log plot of U/U^ versus L made dimensionless 
with powers of £, d, v, and . The best correlation was obtained 
with slightly different powers than in the transition region and with 
used instead of U. The straight line in Fig.4 is given by
U/U = 0.607 { L0,6U0*12v_0,12(2£)_0,18d-0'30} (12)OO
When U/Uro is plotted versus time, it is found that the 
deceleration over most of the near field is constant. In five cases 
the region of constant deceleration was extensive enough for accurate 
measurements to be made. Information on these five cases is presented
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in Tables IV and V. Table IV includes the constant value of the 
2 2deceleration d L/dt and the time interval At between stroboscope 
flashes. Table V contains the observed displacements in the constant 
deceleration region. Positions (measured from the bottom of the tank 
to the nearest edge of the cylinder) can be obtained by summing the
jdisplacements: L. = . E, D. . When the deceleration is known to bej i=l i
constant, it is possible to make a more exact identification between
positions and velocities: If > 1^ , and  ̂are the positions
at times t - At , t, and t + At respectively, then the instantaneous 
velocity at time t and position is ^)/2At . Velocities
calculated in this manner from the data in Table V are shown in Fig.5. 
The results are consistent with the relation
-dL/dt = { 2L(d2L/dt2)}Js (13)
which implies that the velocity approaches zero as the cylinder 
approaches the bottom wall. Closer examination of individual cases 
reveals that the extrapolated position of zero velocity is zero 
within +0.2 mm.
When the constant deceleration -dU/dt is made dimensionless 
2by dividing by U^/d as shown in Fig.6, the resulting values are only 
weakly dependent on the Reynolds number and the length to diameter 
ratio 2£,/d. The straight line in Fig.6 is a least squares fit to the 
data; the equation of this line is
(-dU/dt) (d/U2) = 0.1157(R,d/2Jl)0*19 . (14)
00 Q
There is a slight discrepancy between Eqs. (13) and (14) and 
Eq.(12). If Eqs. (13) and (14) are combined and solved for U/U^ ,
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the result is
U/U^ = 0.481 { L0,5U0 *095v"0*095(2£)"°,095d0,31} . (15) 
This result is quite similar but not identical to Eq. (12). The reason 
for the discrepancy is that Eqs. (13) and (14) are restricted to 
data for which the deceleration is constant, but Eq. (12) is an 
empirical correlation of a larger collection of data, including some 
outside of the constant deceleration region.
D. The Effect of Other Boundaries
The cylinder velocity is influenced slightly by the distance
H between the nearest sidewalls (those parallel to the cylinder
axis). This influence was studied by using different values of H (from
225.7 to 4.85 cm) with cylinder no. 61A falling in the 4 cm /sec fluid.
The results, shown in Fig.7, agree well with the empirical formula
obtained at higher Rj by Huner^ . If is the velocity measured
when the cylinder is far from the bottom and U is the value of U„0° H
obtained as H 00 , then Huner's result can be written
Uro/UH = 1 + 3.60v(2£d)J2(H2UH)"1 (16)
Our measurements indicate that Huner's formula is still valid at
R, = 0.10 . If we assume that the same relation holds at the lowest d
R j used in this experiment (R, = 0.0154), then for H = 25.7 cm, the d a
sidewall influence on U„ is never greater than 0.5%. Changing H
from 25.7 to 4.85 cm at R, = 0.10 had no noticeable influence ond
AU/U^ in the transition region or on U/U^ in the near field.
The effect of the endwalls (those perpendicular to the
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cylinder axis) was not studied experimentally but was presumed to 
be negligible since the distar.ce between them (50 cm) was about twice 
the maximum distance between the sidewalls. The influence of the free 
surface was found to be approximately symmetrical to the influence 
of the bottom wall and therefore was less than 0.5% for depths 
greater than 8 cm.
III. THEORY
A. Added Mass Coefficient
A solid body moving in a fluid shows an apparent increase 
in mass. This increase, called added mass, is due to the inertia of 
the fluid but is also influenced by viscosity. The presence of a 
fixed boundary increases the added mass. The added mass coefficient 
k is defined as the ratio of the added mass to the mass of fluid 
displaced. For a circular cylinder of diameter d oscillating in a 
straight line normal to its axis with circular frequency a) in a fluid 
of kinematic viscosity v , the added mass coefficient is given by*"*
kjCv.to) = 1 - (ANj/xNq ) cosC^ - <f>0 - |tt) (17)
where and <j>n are, respectively, the modulus and phase of the Kelvin
i.
function kernx + ikeinx and x = h d (u)/v)2 . This result, due originally
hto Stokes, is based on the assumptions (2v/o>) << d and A << d , where
A is the amplitude of the oscillation. However, Williams and Hussey^ 
have shown that Stokes' theory agrees with experiment for (2v/w)2 
as large as 2d , with A - d, and for the oscillational Reynolds number
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-3wAd/v as small as 10
In the absence of a more rigorous solution, we shall assume 
that Eq. (17) can be used to calculate the added mass coefficient for 
a cylinder with monotonically decreasing velocity. The "frequency" is 
calculated as follows: We assume that the small section of the U
vs. t curve between t and t + At can be approximated by a section 
of the curve U = U cosoot, with 0< wt < h v . Let U and U - AU be theOO
velocities at t and t + At, respectively. Then 
U - AU = U^coswCt + At) = U(coswAt - tanwt sincoAt) and
We assume further that the presence of the boundary has a direct
effect only on the inviscid part of k^ . The inviscid boundary
effect can be calculated by replacing the cylinder with a potential
16doublet and using image methods to account for the boundary. The 
result is that the inviscid added mass coefficient is given by
where a = d/4h and h is the distance of the cylinder axis from the 
boundary. If we represent k(inv) by 1 + k(a) , then the total added 
mass coefficient is
tancot = 3 = { (U /U)2 - I}*5 . IfOO
wAt «  1, then (o>At)2 + (2tana)t) (wAt) - (2AU/U) = 0 and 
coAt = { 32 + (2AU/U) - 3 . (18)
k(inv) = 1 + 2a2 M +  2ctw 9 +
( 1 - a ) ( l ~ 2 a ) Z
+ (19)
k = k(a) + kj(v,a)) . (20)
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B. Calculation of the Change in Velocity
Q
De Mestre and Russel have derived an expression for the 
force F* on a cylinder of length 21 and diameter d moving with 
velocity U toward a parallel plane boundary a distance h away from 
the cylinder axis. When the effect of the boundary is small 
(d << I  «  h), their expression can be written
F* = -4ttpUc5- { 2 + e(W - 0.386) + 0(e2, ed/h) } (21)
where y is the viscosity, e = {ln(4£/d)} * , and
W = 2 arcsinh (it/h) + { 1 + (h/5.)2} 2 . (22)
W is equal to 35,/h within 3% for W < 1 . When the boundary effect is 
large ( d «  h << I ) , their expression becomes
F ’ = -8ttuU£ { In (''th/d) - 1 }_1 . (23)
2 9Eq. (23) has also been obtained by Lighthill and by Katz, etal
In Fig.2 we have shown that in the range of Reynolds number 
of this experiment, the far field experimental drag does not agree 
with the far field limit of Eq. (21). Therefore, in order to compare 
the observed change in velocity with that predicted by Eq. (21), it 
is necessary to normalize the far field drag values. This is done as 
follows: Let F^ be the observed drag when the cylinder is far from
the wall. We define the calculated drag as
F = F F'/F’ (24)00 OO v '
where F' and F^ are obtained from Eqs. (21) and (7) respectively.
When the cylinder is far from the bottom, F = F^ and the
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drag is balanced exactly by the effective weight of the cylinder.
When the cylinder enters the influence of the bottom, the drag 
increases, and the deceleration of the cylinder is given by
dU/dt = - (F - F )/ m* (25)
00
*where m = m + km , m is the mass of the cylinder, k is given by 
Eq. (20), and m' is the mass of the displaced fluid. A finite 
difference form of Eq. (25) is used to calculate the velocity as 
follows: A starting position hp is chosen and the velocity Uq at
this position is taken to be the experimental value of . The next 
position hj is calculated from h^ = h^ - U^At , and the next velocity 
is calculated from the finite difference form of Eq. (25) with F 
calculated from Eq. (24). The value of k is not known at this point, 
so it is arbitrarily started at k = 1 . Subsequent values of the 
velocity, U^, etc., are calculated in the same manner but with
k now calculated from Eq. (20). The finite difference equations are:
h. = h. , - U. .At (26)l l-l l-l
U± = U . ^  - (Fi - FjAt/m* (27)
6i = { (Uoo/Ui_i)2 " 1}^ <28>
“i = ( { Bi + 2(Ui-l " Ui}/ Ui-1}̂  " 6i)/At ' (29)
Values of the added mass coefficient k and the frequency co 
were found to depend on starting position h^ in the initial stages 
of the calculation, as shown in Fig. 8, but to approach rapidly a
25
curve that was independent of . The values of k calculated in this
2manner were quite large, ranging from 27,000 (cylinder 75E, v=4 cm /sec,
2L/A=12.2) to 24 (cylinder 61A, v=0.5 cm /sec, L/A=0.045). However, 
the deceleration AU/At was small when k was large and vice versa, 
so the ratio of inertial force (m + km')AU/At to the drag F^ had its 
smallest value (1.3%) at maximum k and its largest value (29.4%) at 
minimum k .
C. Comparison with Experiment
The results calculated from the theory of de Mestre and 
Russel {Eqs. (21) and (22)} are compared with our experimental 
correlation in Fig.9 . The experimental curve is a smooth curve drawn 
through the data of Fig.3. The theoretical results were calculated 
(as described in the previous section) for values of cylinder 
geometry and fluid viscosity corresponding to the experiment. In 
addition, a theoretical curve was obtained for the geometry of cylinder 
75E and a viscosity of 6 cm /sec (R^ = 0.0025). It is apparent that 
for the range of Reynolds number investigated here, the calculated 
curves are not correlated by the same parameters as the experimental 
values. In general, the theoretical curves give larger values of 
AU/U than observed for L/A > 4 and smaller values than observed forCO
L/A < 0.6 . Moreover, the theoretical and experimental curves are of
sufficiently different shape that it is unlikely they would coincide
in the limit R, -> 0 .d
The influence of added mass on the calculated curves is 
shown in Fig.10 . The curve calculated as described in the previous
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section (with variable added mass coefficient k ) is compared with
curves calculated with constant values of k. The curves for k = 0
and k = 100 coincide and give values of AU/U^ that are consistently
higher than the variable k curve. Along the variable k curve, the
values of k range from 27,000 to 700 , and the constant k curves for
k = 10,000 and k = 1,000 cross the variable k curve at points
where the values of k are approximately the same. For such large
values of k, the inviscid contribution to the added mass (Eq.(19)}
is insignificant.
In Fig.11 the experimental results in the near field are
compared with results calculated from Eq.(23). The calculated values
were obtained in the same manner as in the transition region { i.e.,
by use of Eqs.(24) and (26) through (29)} but the calculations were
started at particular experimental values of position and velocity
(usually those for which AU/U^ - 0.1). However, the calculated
results in the near field were quite insensitive to the starting
values. As shown in Fig.11 , the calculated values of U/U^ are
generally smaller than the observed values, and the shapes of the
calculated and experimental curves are different. The calculated curve
at R, = 0.0025 shows that the experimental curve is not simply a d
limit approached as -*■ 0 .
IV. DISCUSSION
A. The Far Field Region
The experimental values of the dimensionless drag for 
cylinders of finite length (closed symbols in Fig.2) are consistently
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higher than the theoretical values of de Mestre and Russel or of
Batchelor. As the Reynolds number is lowered, the experimental values
appear to be approaching the theoretical curves from above. Experi-
_2ments with R. < 10 are needed to determine if there is some value d
of R^ below which the dimensionless drag depends only on the
geometrical parameter e . We stress again the difficulty and
importance of properly accounting for the influence of all boundaries
in experiments at very low R^ .
When the experimental velocities are extrapolated to
infinite cylinder length (by plotting 1/U versus l/£) as described by
Huner, the results agree well with the empirical formula of Huner, and
for R ,< 0.2 with the theoretical results of Lamb and of Kaplun for d
cylinders of infinite length. However, as R^ is lowered, the size of 
the correction (as indicated by the difference between the open and
closed symbols in Fig.2) becomes so large that the extrapolation
procedure becomes questionable. It appears that when the Reynolds 
number based on length is less than 1, it is no longer appropriate to 
regard a long finite cylinder as a section of an infinite cylinder.
The theory of de Mestre and Russel { Eqs.(21) and (22)} 
predicts a bottom wall effect that is relatively long ranged, varying 
as £/h . As h changes from 13 cm to 8.5 cm, the relative change in
the drag (F1 - F^)/F^ predicted by the theory ranges from 3.4% to
5.1% for cylinder 75A and from 2% to 3% for cylinder 75E. However, 
the observations indicate that at R^ = 0.02, the velocity was constant 
to within 0.4% for these cylinders over that range of h . This 
difference between experiment and theory, unlike those shown in Fig.9,
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is not dependent upon any assumptions about added mass.
B. The Transition Region
There is a striking similarity between Huner's result for 
the influence of the sidewalls (Eq.(16)} and our result for the 
influence of the bottom for 0.005 < AU/U^< 0.15 (Eq.(lO)}. To 
emphasize this similarity, we rewrite these results in different form: 
Huner's sidewall result is
^ _ 1 = i v rlks0'5 I2
U„ ( d5 2 (3^rl rl rl
and our bottom wall result is
AD n f . ru i ° ’ 8 f2*-%°'55 d2 i -m
U- °'6 (Ud> (~d> 72 . (31)00 L
In both cases, when the boundary effect is not too large, the relative 
change in velocity is observed to depend inversely on the square of 
the distance from the wall and to vary inversely with the Reynolds 
number. In contrast, most boundary solutions based on the Stokes 
Equations^ indicate an inverse dependence on the first power of the 
distance from the wall and are independent of the Reynolds number.
Of course, it is possible that the Reynolds number of our experiment
is not low enough for solutions of the Stokes equations to be valid;
also, it is possible that the cylindrical geometry and the difficul­
ties associated with the Stokes paradox are the cause of the difference. 
It is conceivable that for cylinders of finite length but large length 
to diameter ratio, inertia will continue to play a role in boundary 
effects even at extremely low Reynolds number.
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It is clear that inertia is important in the range of Reynolds
number of this experiment. This conclusion follows not only from
Eq.(lO) but also from the calculations based on the theory of de Mestre
and Russel (Fig.10), which indicate that large values of the added mass
coefficient can occur and can influence the results. Because of the
lack of a rigorous solution for the added mass of a decelerating
cylinder, it is not possible to draw strong conclusions from the
difference between our observations and our calculations based on the
de Mestre and Russel theory. However, this difference suggests that
results based solely on solutions of the steady flow Stokes equations
may be inadequate when the geometry is primarily two dimensional and
accelerations are involved.
It is interesting to contrast our results with those obtained
18for a sphere approaching a plane wall. The theory of Brenner , based 
entirely on the Stokes equations without added mass terms, is in
excellent agreement with the observations of MacKay, Suzuki, and
19 20Mason and of Sutterby . The experiments of Sutterby extend up to
a Reynolds number (based on diameter) of 0.09 . Since our values of
R^ for the cylinder are as low as 0.015, it would appear that our
Reynolds number range overlaps that of Sutterby. However, R^ may not
be the appropriate Reynolds number for comparing cylinders to spheres.
If R^(based on length) is chosen, the ranges do not overlap. More
likely, both length and diameter should be used; if the geometric
k kmean (2£d) is used, then the smallest value of (2&d)aUM/v for our
experiment is 0.0753 and the ranges do overlap slightly. Regardless
of whether such comparisons can be made, it is clear that for boundary
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effects involving deceleration at low Reynolds number, the use of the 
Stokes equations without added mass terms has strong experimental 
support for spheres but not for cylinders.
C. The Near Field Region
It is interesting to compare the result given in Eq.(13) (i.e., 
dL/dt « L 2) with similar results from the theory of lubrication. When
two parallel planes approach each other at low Reynolds number (the
21 3"squeeze film" problem), it is well known that dL/dt « L . When a
22sphere approaches closely to a plane , dL/dt « L . When a cylinder
(radius a) approaches a plane, the result is more complicated, but for
23 3/2L << a, Michell has obtained a result that implies dL/dt « L
Our observations ( L > a ) are not in the squeeze film region, but the
squeeze film results suggest that Eq. (13) is probably not valid at
extremely small distances. However, it is likely that the time spent
in the squeeze film region is small compared to the time for which
Eq.(13) is valid.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
We have observed the velocity of a slender horizontal cylinder 
as it falls at low Reynolds number toward a horizontal plane boundary.
From our observations we draw two main conclusions: (1) When the effect 
of the boundary is small, the relative change in velocity of the cylinder 
is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the boundary, 
and (2) when the effect of the boundary is large, the deceleration of 
the cylinder is constant and the velocity is proportional to the square
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root of the distance from the boundary. The first conclusion was
observed to hold for more than two decades of Reynolds number
(0.015 < R, < 2.86) and the second for slightly more than one decade d
(0.015 < R , < 0.20) . d
Calculations based on the slender body theory of de Mestre 
and Russel do not agree well with our experimental results. The differ­
ence between the calculations and the experiment may be due to the 
Reynolds number of the experiment not being low enough or to an in­
adequate treatment of added mass. However, it is possible that the 
difference is due to more fundamental difficulties that arise when a 
low Reynolds number flow that is primarily two dimensional is represented
by a distribution of Stokeslets. These difficulties may be removed if 
24Oseenlets are used instead of Stokeslets. Experiments at lower 
Reynolds number and derivations using Oseenlets are needed to settle 
this question.
In the range of Reynolds number of our experiment, the effects
of added mass cannot be ignored. We have attempted to calculate the
added mass by assuming that the decelerating cylinder behaves in a
manner analogous to an oscillating cylinder in the decelerating phase of
its swing. This approach ignores the previous history of the motion. It
would be interesting to see if such an analogy would be successful for
a sphere, where rigorous solutions are available both for the oscilla-
25ting sphere (due to Stokes ) and for the sphere moving in an arbitrary
26manner (due to Basset ). Furthermore, it would be useful to have a 
solution for a cylinder moving in an arbitrary manner similar to Basset's
solution for a sphere.
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TABLE I. Dimensions end masses of the cylinders.
Cylinder Length Diameter Mass 2i e-{In(4i/d)}”*
d2£(cm) d(cm) m(g)
61 A 4.196 0.0987 0.2569 42.5 0.2251
B 3.040 0.0983 0.1836 30.9 0.2424
C 2.445 0.0979 0.1471 25.0 0.2557
D 2.217 0.0984 0.1342 22.5 0.2626
. E 1.966 0.0981 0.1159 20.0 0.2709
F 1.670 0.0978 0.1006 17.1 0.2832
G 1.128 0.0982 0.0651 11.5 0.3190
75 A 2.570 0.0527 0.0453 48.8 0.2183
B 1.786 0.0529 0.0309 33.8 0.2374
D 1.305 0.0523 0.0225 25.0 0.2557
E 1.257 0.0525 0.0212 23.9 0.2585
F 1.100 0.0524 0.0189 21.0 0.2676
TABLE II. Displacements for Cylinder 61A with At = 0.05 sec. 
i D^(cm)
2v=Q.5 v=l v=4cm /sec
1 0.1674 0.0476 0.0423
2 0.6700 0.3197 0.0343
3 0.7013 0.4517 0.0478
4 0.7069 0.4806 0.0655
5 0.7099 0.4889 0.0814
6 0.7103 0.4894 0.0980
7 0.7098 0.4941 0.1120
8 0.7102 0.5003 0.1236
9 0.7096 0.4986 0.1359
10 0.7126 0.4984 0.1481
11 0.7104 0.4974 0.1572
12 0.7099 0.5000 0.1639
13 0.7111 0.4991 0.1700
14 0.7089 0.4995 0.1767
15 0.7076 0.5007 0.1809
16 0.7088 0.4991 0.1858
17 0.7110 0.4995 0.1894
18 0.7122 0.4986 0.1937
19 0.7100 0.4984 0.1948
20 0.7095 0.4960 0.1972












TABLE III. The constant velocity U and Reynolds number R - U d/v00 Q  CO













61 A 0.4897 14.20 2.862 1.034 9.969 0.9516 3.959 4.101
#
0.1022
B 0.4873 14.07 2.838 1.029 9.837 0.9397
C 0.4864 13.93 2.804 1.028 9.690 0.9228
D 0.4854 13.97 2.832 1.027 9.683 0.9278
E 0.4845 13.95 2.824 1.026. 9.599 0.9178
F 0.4843 13.84 2.795 1.024 9.495 0.9068 3.959 3.536 0.0874
G 0.4835 13.59 2.760 1.022 9.118 0.8761
75 A 1.063 4.061 0.2013 3.959 1.357 0.0181
B 1.061 3.911 0.1951
D 1.062 3.792 0.1867
E 1.064 3.737 0.1844 3.973 1.164 0.0154
F 1.068 3.667 0.1799
TABLE IV. Five cases of constant deceleration.
:ase cylinder V





I 75A 1.063 0.2013 0.05 12.47
II 61A 3.959 0.1022 0.05 6.34
III 6 IF 3.959 0.0874 0.05 5.46
IV 75A 3.959 0.0181 0.10 0.882
V 75E 3.973 0.0154 0.20 0.757
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TABLE V. Near field displacements for the five cases of Table IV.
D± (cm)
1 I II III IV V
1 0.0550 0.0423 0.0398 0.0337 0.0349
2 0.0758 0.0343 0.0386 0.0245 0.0588
3 0.1140 0.0478 0.0502 0.0343 0.0919
4 0.1381 0.0655 0.0655 0.0398 0.1194
5 0.0814 0.080* 0.0514 0.1504








A Schematic Diagram of a Cylindrical Rod of Diameter d 
and Length 2 1 Moving with a Terminal Velocity U through 
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The DImensionless Drag in the Region of Constant Velocity. 
The Closed Symbols are Data for Cylinders of Finite 
Length. The Open Symbols are the same Data Extrapolated 
to Infinite Length. The Horizontal Lines are the Values 
Obtained from Eq. (7)
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
An Empirical Correlation of Data in the Near Field Region. The Symbols are the 
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FIGURE 5
Data in the Region of Constant Deceleration. The Symbols 






The Dependence of the Dimensionless Deceleration on the 
Reynolds Nymber and the Length to Diameter Ratio 22,/d. 
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Dependence of the Calculated Added Mass Coefficient k 
and Circular Frequency w on the Starting Position h^ .
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FIGURE 9
Comparison Between the Calculated Values (Numbered 
Curves) and the Experimental Curve in the Transition Region
a.
xLd






















The Effect of Added Mass on the Calculated Values of 
AU/U^ In the Transition Region. The Calculations are




























NO. ....... TCYLIN. i/(crr£/sec) 1 1 R d
-  © 61 A 0.5 2.861
-  © 75A 1 0.2014
-  © 6 IA 4 0.102
© 75E 4 0 .0 15 4
“  ® 75E 6 0 .0 0 2 5
\  I I
Experiment
J I I I
0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.
v 02 dO 5(20)0.3
FIGURE 11
Comparison Between the Calculated Values (Numbered 
Curves) and the Experimental Curve in the Near Field
APPENDIX I
For the case of a circular cylinder (radius a) moving
through inviscid fluid toward a parallel plane boundary as shown
in Fig. A1 (a distance b from the cylinder axis), the successive 
16image method is applied here to derive an expression for the 
added mass coefficient k(a*b) . Consider the cylinder to be moving 
perpendicular to its axis toward the parallel plane wall in an
imcompressible, inviscid fluid and suppose that the flow of the
fluid is irrotational and is due entirely to the motion of the 
cylinder. Let the origin of coordinates coincide instantaneously 
with the center of the cylinder. Under these conditions, the total 
added mass per unit length M, contributed from a doublet at the 
origin and its images, can be written as
M = Mq +  M± j
Mi3 = V “2 T )dS
i = nth image, i = l,2,3...n 
j = 1 or 2, 1 means image in plane
2 means image in cylinder
where p is the density of the fluid, is the added mass per unit 
length contributed from the doublet at the origin and <J>̂  is the 
velocity potential per unit velocity. The normal derivative of
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FIGURE A1
A Schematic Diagram for the Case of a Circular Cylinder 
(Radius a) Moving through Inviscid Fluid toward a 
Parallel Plane Boundary
velocity potential at the surface of the cylinder is determined by 
the boundary condition
H ± , 3(j>
(— il) = (— ii) = -cose3n 9r *r=a r=a
since n and r have the same direction. The velocity potentials due
to the doublet g,nd its images are the real part of the complex
potential , which can be obtained by the successive image method, 
i.e.
- Real (W±j)
The horizontal line passing through the center of the 
cylinder is considered as the real axis and the doublet and its 
images are all situated on and parallel to the real axis. The 
complex potentials of those images can be expressed in the form
(-1)Jy. , i = 1,2,3...
W . = ------
ij Z ' fi,j j = 1 or 2
i0where Z = re . The are the strengths of the images and
have the following relations.
“1,1 ■ “o ■ “2
“l,l “ “1-1,2 1 = 2'3'4
2
yi,2 = wi,i x T T T  1 = 1’2,3*“1,1
where a is the radius of the cylinder, the f^^Ts are the locations 
of the images and have the relations
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fi+l,l fi,l fi,2 1 “ 1>2i3-**
^ i l x ^ i 2 = a  ̂ i = 1,2,3...
and b is the distance from the center of the cylinder to the plane
boundary.
The contribution of the images in the plane boundary to 
the added mass per unit length is obtained by
9 21T (f. . - acos0)cos6
M = pa21 — ^ ------------ de
® f . ,+a -2af. .cos6i,l i,1
fi •Integration under the condition ■ 1|>3- > 1 , in the complex plane3,
shows that this definite integral has the value
2 ^ilM = ira p - s - ^ - i = 1,2,3...
i, 1
The added mass per unit length from the contribution of the images 
in the cylinder is
5 2ir (a cosG - f )
M = /  r̂— ---^ ----  d0
fi,l ° fi.2 a i,2 cos®
Under the condition -=--- > 1 , this integral also has the value
i,2
2 wil
Mi2 = ira' p 1 = 1»2»3--*i,l
These results enable us to write the total added mass
56
n
M = M + £ S y
i j-1.2
2 n 2yii= ira p { 1 + Z } i = 1,2,3...
i i» 1
If we define e = a/2b , the first five terms of the above equation 
can be written as
o 7 ^  6 8M = ira p { 1 + 2ez + 2 -------- + 2    }
(1-e ) <l-2eV ((l-eZ)-eV
2= irpa K(a.b)
APPENDIX II
In this appendix, we derive a result from the theory of
23lubrication. The result was quoted without proof by Michell
Consider a cylindrical rod of radius R and length % 
moving towards the plane as shown in Fig. A2 . It displaces the 
liquid horizontally outwards with velocity U, which varies with 
both the radius r and with the distance Z from the plane, Z being 
less than Zq, above which the pressure p is zero. Since Zq is assumed 
to be large compared with h at all times, the velocity U will be 
negligibly small both where the film thickness is Zq and on the 
cylinder where Z = Z^ . Thus the equation of motion can be written
as
&  dZ - || * dZ 
3Z2 3r
pu = ( *gZ + CZ + D)dr■ &  < w 2
U=0, both when Z=0 and when Z=Z^ , D=0 and C=-% Z^
so that U = -r— (Z2 - ZZ.)2y 3r v rp
and the total outward flow taken along the whole length at r, from 
Z=0 to Z=Z j, , will be
21 j  UdZ = ~  • || / (Z2 - ZZ } dZ
0 y dr 0
z 3





A Schematic Diagram for a Cylindrical Rod of Radius 
R and Length JI Moving toward the Plane
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2
If for Z. can be written h+C , where C = —  , the total flow is 1 2. K
_ 2lL  _§R (h + — )2 = —  —i—  (2Rh + r^)^6U 3r Kn 2R , . QD3 UKn r '6p 9r 8R
= _ 2r£ —3t
The right-hand member of the equation is the volume of 
fluid displaced from beneath the cylinder, from the normal line 
through its center to the radius r.
Therefore
i£ _ K ik r
31 ' 3t (2Rh + r2)3
3where K = 48yR , and integrating
„  ah l 
P “ ̂ 2 29t 4 (2Rh + r )
But p = 0 at r = a 
therefore,
L - K 8h
and
9t 4 (2Rh + a2)2
4 3t (2Rh + r2)2 (2Rh + a2)2
By a further integration is found the total fluid pressure to the 
radius r = a, by which the weight of the cylinder is supported:
a
p = / 2S,pdr
0
- K  SL 9 h  f , ______  1 1 ,  .
p  9 9 ~  2 2
Beyond r = a, since the velocity is negligibly small, the pressure, 




0 (2Rh + rfc)“ (2Rh + a“)'
from which is found
-K& 9h r ______ a_______ ._____ 1 -1 a 1______P ~ 9 9 9/9 tan   — 2 2




( -K®’ ( r  a , 1  ̂ -1 at ~ J d t _ „ J {  „ + tan« J I ft * ft / ft
P h Q 4 R h  ( a  +  2 R h )  2 ( 2 R h )  ' / 2 R h
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Substituting the value of K, we obtain
,3/2
6i?2 yR S, , 1 . -1 , a s . 1 . -1 a ,t =  K  ( —  tan (  ) + ----  tan   )
/2Rh1 /2RhQ
. 12R2Jta , h0 h l+ —    ( ------
F (2RhQ + a2) ^Rhj + a2)
2If a is large in comparison with Rh^ and Rh^ , 
t = 6̂ /2 « TryR3/2£ . hl ~ h0
P <h i V %
APPENDIX III
2a. TABLE VI. Displacements for Cylinder 61 Series in 0.5 cm /sec
Fluid with At = 0.05 sec.
i D^(cm)
B C D E F G
1 0.0388 0.1903 0.2123 0.0458 0.1462 0.2079
2 0.6349 0.6665 0.6647 0.6367 0.6568 0.6603
3 0.6891 0.6898 0.6933 0.6908 0.6854 0.6757
4 0.7000 0.6937 0.6955 0.6938 0.6920 0.6788
5 0.7030 0.6950 0.6976 0.6960 0.6924 0.6801
6 0.7034 0.6963 0.7015 0.6973 0.6928 0.6814
7 0.7055 0.6975 0.6993 0.6968 0.6941 0.6809
8 0.7042 0.6988 0.6988 0.6963 0.6910 0.6813
9 0.7037 0.6974 0.7000 0.6976 0.6905 0.6826
10 0.7040 0.6961 0.6987 0.6988 0.6900 0.6795
11 0.7035 0.6965 0.6990 0.6957 0.6921 0.6773
12 0.7048 0.6986 0.6968 0.6987 0.6908 0.6794
13 0.7034 0.6972 0.6963 0.6956 0.6921 0.6816
14 0.7029 0.6976 0.6985 0.6977 0.6933 0.6803
15 0.7033 0.6954 0.6988 0.6972 0.6946 0.6789








b. TABLE VII. Displacements for Cylinder 61 Series in 1 cm^/sec
Fluid with At = 0.05 sec.
i (cm)
B C D E F G
1 0.0973 0.0640 0.1577 0.2117 0.1023 0.0455
2 0.3659 0.3368 0.4028 0.4134 0.3602 0.2778
3 0.4630 0.4503 0.4552 0.4629 0.4502 0.4205
4 0.4791 0.4614 0.4770 0.4698 0.4628 0.4466
5 0.4846 0.4747 0.4789 0.4732 0.4669 0.4485
6 0.4872 0.4773 0.4808 0.4765 0.4709 0.4540
7 0.4884 0.4792 0.4820 0.4784 0.4742 0.4538
8 0.4896 0.4783 0.4853 0.4810 0.4719 0.4557
9 0.4908 0.4845 0.4844 0.4808 0.4717 0.4555
10 0.4941 0.4828 0.4856 0.4813 0.4743 0.4560
11 0.4953 0.4826 0.4832 0.4790 0.4762 0.4551
12 0.4929 0.4873 0.4858 0.4809 0.4760 0.4564
13 0.4920 0.4878 0.4835 0.4778 0.4744 0.4583
14 0.4925 0.4834 0.4833 0.4811 0.4735 0.4553
15 0.4922 0.4860 0.4845 0.4823 0.4747 0.4565
16 0.4911 0.4864 0.4828 0.4800 0.4752 0.4570
17 0.4908 0.4827 0.4840 0.4791 0.4764 0.4561
18 0.4892 0.4832 0.4859 0.4810 0.4726 0.4545
19 0.4890 0.4830 0.4843 0.4793 0.4724 0.4529
20 0.4896 0.4826 0.4784 0.4743 0.4548
21 0.4927 0.4790 0.4755 0.4560





2c. TABLE VIII. Displacements for Cylinder 75 Series in 1 cm /sec
Fluid
D^(cm)
A B D E F
ec) 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1
1 0.0550 0.0422 0.0282 0.0677 0.0704
2 0.0758 0.0657 0.1194 0.1844 0.1931
3 0.1140 0.0979 0.2494 0.2923 0.2896
4 0.1381 0.1267 0.3211 0.3411 0.3351
5 0.1609 0.1549 0.3511 0.3531 0.3484
6 0.1743 0.1662 0.3644 0.3657 0.3597
7 0.1829 0.1749 0.3690 0.3689 0.3616
8 0.1883 0.1863 0.3709 0.3688 0.3621
9 0.1916 0.1876 0.3728 0.3714 0.3633
10 0.1929 0.1882 0.3753 0.3712 0.3652
11 0.1962 0.1909 0.3765 0.3725 0.3671
12 0.1989 0.1962 0.3784 0.3710 0.3663
13 0.1988 0.1921 0.3789 0.3749 0.3669
14 0.2035 0.1974 0.3795 0.3768 0.3654
15 0.2028 0.1974 0.3780 0.3740 0.3666
16 0.2014 0.1960 0.3806 0.3725 0.3672
17 0.2007 0.1933 0.3784 0.3730 0.3691
18 0.2027 0.1973 0.3810 0.3656










d. TABLE IX. Displacements Cor Cylinder 61 and 75 Scries in 4 2.cm /sec
Fluid • D .(cm) l




1 0.0398 0.0337 0.0349 29 0.1762 0.1282 0.2343
2 0.0386 0.0245 0.0588 30 0.1762 0.1294 0.2336
3 0.0502 0.0343 0.0919 31 0.1792 0.1300 0.2342
4 0.0655 0.0398 0.1194 32 0.1791 0.1270 0.2335
5 0.0802 0.0514 0.1506 33 0.1754 0.1294 0.2328
6 0.0931 0.0600 0.1653 34 0.1785 0.1324 0.2322
7 0.1071 0.0667 0.1775 35 0.1766 0.1318
8 0.1187 0.0729 0.1897 36 0.1778 0.1318
9 0.1279 0.0802 0.2000 37 0.1330
10 0.1377 0.0857 0.2067 38 0.1329
11 0.1444 0.0887 0.2067 39 0.1347
12 0.1493 0.0912 0.2115 40 0.1353
13 0.1541 0.0961 0.2163 41 0.1335
14 0.1584 0.1010 0.2199 42 0.1329
15 0.1614 0.1046 0.2211 43 0.1341
16 0.1638 0.1077 0.2223 44 0.1340
17 0.1656 0.1089 0.2247 45 0.1346
18 0.1674 0.1107 0.2264 46 0.1352
19 0.1698 0.1113 0.2276 47 0.1364
20 0. 1710 0.1131 0.2288 48 0.1352
21 0.1734 0.1174 0.2293 49 0.1364
22 0.1746 0.1198 0.2286 50 0.1339
23 0.1740 0.1210 0.2304 51 0.1375
24 0.1752 0.1222 0.2322 52 0.1357
25 0. 1757 0.1240 0.2315 53 0.1369
26 0.1763 0.1252 0.232 7 54 0.1350
27 0.1751 0.1258 0.2314 55 0.1362
28 0.1756 0.1270 0.232 5 56 0.1350
APPENDIX IV
C T H I S  PROGRAM I S  TO t iSF THF F I N I T E  METHOD TO S I MU L AT E  THE MOT I nN
C OF THF C Y i I N D E R  F A L L I N G  H ORI ZONT AL LY  APPROCH TO A PLANE BOUNDARY
c  f r o m  T h e  k n o w n  d r a g
C THF FAR F I E L D  DRAG I S  FROM OEMWSTE AND RUSSEL THEORY
C THF NEAR F I E I T  DR AG I S  FROM KATZ BLAKE AND P AV E RI - F O NT A NA
O I MF N S I ON  U {7 0 0 0  ) , H ( 7 0 0 0 ) , A K ( 2 0 0 )
1 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( 2 X t 5 ( F 1 1 . 4 ) , F 1 5 . 4 , 4 ( F 1 4 . 6 ) )
2 0 0  FORMAT( 2 ( F 6 . 3 ) , F 4 . 4 , F A . 3 , 5 ( F R . 5 ) » F 8 . 3 )
3 0 0  F O R M A T ( 2 X » 9 ( F 1 0 . 4 ) , F 1 2 • 3 )
RF AD ( 5 , 2 0 0  ) I I I N F , 7 1 C , D F L T A T ,  D E S T C , T T L , D E S T F , VALUM, DI  AM, V I S , F I N F  
W R I T E { 6 , 3 0 0 ) U l N F , Z L C , n E L T A T * n E S T C , T T L . 0 E S T F , V A L U M , 0 I A M , V I S , F I N F  
R A D I U S = 0 I  A M / 2 
C THE STARTI NG POI NT  FOR THE THE EAR F I E L D  I S
U ( 1 ) =  U I N F 
H ( 1 ) = 1 0
C THE STARTI NG POINT FOR THE NEAR F I E L n  I S  P I CKED UP FROM E X P .  DATA
C THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM REPEATS THE PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE THE
C V F L O C I T Y  WITH RESPECT TO I T ' S  R E L A T I V E  P O S I T I O N .
7 0 0  a 1 = 1 , 7 0 0 0
I F  ( I . E O . l  ) GO TO 1 
H( I ) = H (  1 - 1  ) — IJ( 1 - 1  > * 0 ELTAT 
T F ( H ( I I - R A D I U S  > 6 , 1 , 1  
1 RHTL = 2 * H (  I ) / Z L C  .
C TO CACULATE THE ADDED MASS C O EF F .  I N I N V I C I D E  F L U I D  CASE
F P = D I A M / ( 4 * H ( I ) )
F P 1 = F P # ^ 2  
F P 2 = 2 * E P * * 2
F P 3 = ? * F P * * 4 / ( 1 _ f P * *  2 ) * * ?
F P 4 = 2 * E P * * 5 /  ( 1 -  2 *  F P 1 ) * * ?
FP5 = 2#EP 1 * * 4 /  ( 1 - 3 * E P 1 + E P 1 * * 2 ) * * 2  
B K = 0 + F P 2 + CP 3 + E P 4+ FP 5  
C TO CACULATE THF DRAG D I FF ERENCE FOR R E L A T I V E  POINT INCLUDE WALL
C EFFECT
V T S L T H = V I S / U I N F
r H T 4 = 2 * H (  I ) /  ( 7 I 0 * * 0 . 7 5 * 0 1 A M * * 0 . 2 3 * V I S L T H * * 0 . 0 2  )
R R H = 1 / R H T L
S I Ho = A LOG ( RRH-f- ( R R H * * 2 +  1 ) * * 0 .  5 ) 
l.l= 2 - S  IHP + ( 1 /  ( 1 + R H T L * * 2  ) * * 0 . 5  )
F P A = ( A L 0 3 ( l . / E P ) ) - l  
C THF NFAR F I  FLU DRAG DI FFERENCE I Sr FD= ( 2*11 ( I ) /  ( UI  N F *  T T L *  E P A *  ( 2 -  0 .  3 ft A *  T T I  ) ) ) - l
c  T we FAR F I F I  D DRAG DI FFERENCE I S
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7 1= (  1 / X ) - ( 3 .  1 4 l 5 9 * X / 8 + <  A * * 2 + 3 * A / 2 + 7 / 8 )  ) * ( X / 2  ) * * 3  
FA 1 = 1 . 2 5 * 3 • 1 4 1 5 9 - 2 * ( A + 0 • 5 ) * ( X / 2 ) * * 2 - 3 • 1 4 1 5 9 * C A + 0 . 7 5 ) * ( X / 2 ) * * 4  
A K ( J + 1 ) = 1 - ( 4 & Z 1 ) # C OS (  F A 1 - F A 0 - ( 0 . 7 5 * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 )  ) / ( Z O * X  )
C A K = ( A K ( J + 1 ) - A K ( J ) ) * 1 0 0 / A K ( J + l )
400 FORMAT(2X*F12.5»11(F10.7))
I F (CAK. .GT • 1) GG TO 15 AKI=AK(J+1)GG TO 5 15 CONTINUE
5 U( 1 + 1 )=U (I )-UDkCU=U(I)*100/UINF 
01J=(UINF-U( I ) )*100/UINF
U L = ( H ( I ) - R A D I U S ) * U I N F * * 0 . 2 0 0 / ( V  I S * * 0 . 2 0 0 * D I A M * * 0 . 5 0 0 * Z l C * * 0 . 3 0 0 ) 
V L =  ( H  ( I  ) - R A D I U S  ) * U (  I  ) * * 0 , 4 0 0 / <  V I  S * * 0 . 4 0 0 * 0 1A M * * 0 . 3 2 5 * Z L C * * 0 .2 7 5  )0 WRITE(6,L00)H(I), U ( I )tUDtWK,FD ,AKI ,UL,CU,DU,VL
CONTINUE 
STOP
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